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Episode 100 "Where the Past and Future Collide, Part 1" (Special Centennial Edition): The parasites that invaded SB 917 have been destroyed but a new problem has arisen: a rift in space has been opened wider and on the other side, the future.  5000 years into the future to be exact.  The people from the future have been watching the fight between the Luna and the parasites and now have crossed the divide to help clean up the mess.  What will be the cost?  That will be up to the Luna's CO, Captain Savar, and XO Commander Turok, along with the valiant crew of the Luna to find out.
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
Host CO_Savar says:
::Sitting in the command chair of the Luna::  OPS: Operations, open a communications channel to the Prime Minister.  Tight angle on me.
OPS_Owens says:
::sighs at the CO's order as he's barely logged in yet:: CO: Aye sir.  ::opens a channel::
XO_Turok says:
@::On the station, removing sacs.::
TO_Rowe says:
::in Security Office waiting on the last of the security personnel to show up::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::sitting on the bridge next to the CO, leans in and whispers:: CO: I have to tell you... something is nagging at the back of my brain.. something is... well definitely not right... but I can't place my finger on it.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Lowers his voice for the Counselor::  CNS: If you come up with anything, I would appreciate it.  Where are you getting the feeling, from the other side of the rift, or ours?
TO_Rowe says:
Computer: Disable all logging sessions in this room, audio, video, everything.
OPS_Owens says:
::waits for a reply over the Comm Channel::
CNS_Anuviel says:
CO: Not sure.... I may be able to get more information on it.... I'll have to let my subconscious work on the problem... more may come to light if I do not try to force it.
Host Prime_Minister says:
&::Appears on screen looking a little annoyed.::
CTO_Jarot says:
::on the bridge of the Luna, looking up on the tactical status of the Luna as he glances over the bridge of the Luna::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Nods to the Counselor, and looks back at the viewscreen::  COM: Minister: Prime Minister.
OPS_Owens says:
::adjusts frequency to cover for interference from the rift::
Host Prime_Minister says:
&::Sighs:: COM: CO: Bubba what is the problem now?  You were suppose to be back 30 minutes ago.  You are holding up the rest of the celebrations.
OPS_Owens says:
::continues to wonder who this Bubba is::
TO_Rowe says:
::as the last of the personnel arrives, he stands:: All: I need TR 2 and all corridors and TLs between it and the OL totally secure of all activity, if you choose to question why you are doing this, you better quickly choose not to, for your own good. If you have any complaints you are welcome to file them correctly, Dismissed.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Stares at the screen::  COM: Minister: Prime Minister, I must respectfully repeat my earlier statement: I am not who you think I am.  I am Captain Savar Dickinson of the USS Luna.  Somehow, our timeline has folded back on itself and made a connection between my time and your time, which are separated by five millennia.

ACTION:  The people from the future have boarded the station.  They have begun to fix failing systems and others begin helping the XO in removing the sacs from the inhabitants.

TO_Rowe says:
::with that, he heads towards the bridge to speak to the captain::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Surveys sickbay, still a little unsteady on her feet after having someone poke around in her head::
OPS_Owens says:
CO: Sir I am reading massive transports to Starbase 917
TO_Rowe says:
::thinks to himself as he makes the trek to the bridge: I hope they didn't take that the wrong way, oh well, they already know too much::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Nods to his OPS officer::
Host Prime_Minister says:
&::looks at him thoughtfully.::  COM: CO: Uh huh.  You tried that last year, too.  Now come on, you know the condition we placed on you for portraying Savar again.  You are not to take on the persona.  The last time you did that it cost you 3 months in the Midtown Sanitarium.
XO_Turok says:
@Future_doc: I thank you for your assistance.  I find it odd that technology has progressed so little in 5000 years.  Can you explain this?
CTO_Jarot says:
::casually glances at the tactical readouts from the yellow alert situation::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::blinks hearing about the sanitarium::
OPS_Owens says:
::casually wonders if that might be good for Savar then shakes the thought off::
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: Minister, what can I do to convince you?  If you do not listen to me, you run the possibility of contaminating our timeline and erasing my future... in other words, you.  Are you so foolish that you would take that risk?
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Chuckles::  XO:  Man, you guys slay me on how you guys get so into character.  Ok then....  We gave up any furtherance of technology about 1000 years ago.  Our forefathers found it... hmmmm destructive.  You know, I had a relative on the Luna...  Operations I think...
OPS_Owens says:
::thinks that was not the most diplomatic way to handle it::
TO_Rowe says:
::arrives on the bridge and sees the COM between Savar and the Minister, he rolls his eyes and heads to TAC 2 to log in::
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: And these parasites?  You believe these are part of an act?  Your tricorder shows the same as mine, these are living organisms intertwined in the brainstems of these people.  Are you truly so dense?
CNS_Anuviel says:
::realizes the Prime Minister is being very real and truly concerned about having to send Bubba back to the sanitarium::
CNS_Anuviel says:
CO: Sir... may I suggest that... if we can demonstrate we are not the actors but actually from 5000 years in his past... if the technology remained consistent... wouldn't there be a way... um... using chronotons readings that would tell them that difference? ::sounds uncertain:: maybe your SO would have more information on that exactly.....
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Frowns and looks at the tricorder.:: XO:  To be honest I was wondering about that.  Where did you find these parasites?  That was quite the risk you took introducing them back into an oxygen atmosphere.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
<Nurse> CMO: Glad to see you up and about, thought we had lost you there.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at his TO arriving and concentrates on his console's readings once again::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Realizes the Counselor was thinking along the same lines as himself::  COM: Minister: We have sensor readings showing the temporal distortion along the rift, and the temporal shift between your side and our side.  I even can provide DNA samples of myself to show that I am who I say I am.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
Nurse: Thank you, its good to be back, and without that nasty pain in the neck
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: In fact, don't take my word for it.  Run your own scans.
Host Prime_Minister says:
&COM: CO: Ok Bubba I'll bite.... lets see this proof and it better be good.  You know very well the scans on this old bucket of bolts are not working.
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: ::Turns with a sigh and faces the man::  Let me ask you a hypothetical question.  How could I convince you that we are from the past?  That that large temporal rift outside is, in fact, why we are together?  Anything at all?  Just name it.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Looks over to his science officer to send the data they had prepared::
OPS_Owens says:
::turns to the CO hoping he is NOT going to invite people from the future to the Luna::
CTO_Jarot says:
:.glances at the CO::  Self: Jeez.... I really hope that the Captain knows what he is doing...
TO_Rowe says:
::sends a fully text message to the CTO's console, hoping he isn't absorbed in something, it reads: How come the Captain assumes they can't control those distortions in the future?::
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Thinks a moment then a sly grin comes across his face.  He pulls out a d’k tagh from his belt that he bought at auction a few years back.  It is reportedly once belonged to Turok. ::  XO:  Ok let's shed blood.  The Jonathon I know who usually plays Turok would never cut his hand for anything.
XO_Turok says:
@::A feral grin forms::  Future_Doc: Spoken like a warrior.  ::Draws the same knife from his belt and holds his hand up in front of the doctor.  Staring into his eyes, he slices his palm slowly, allowing the blood to drip freely.::  Doc: Now, your turn.
CTO_Jarot says:
::monitors the transmission of files, scanning for possible harmful viruses of some sort as he reads the TO's message with slight concern read on his face::
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::looks at the dripping blood and thinks oh oh...could he really be....?  He takes the da'tag and slices his hand and lets the blood flow.  He then looks at both knives.:: XO:  ohhhhhh you are  HIM!!!  ::Eyes go wide.::
CTO_Jarot says:
::quickly types a response to the TO's console reading "Since we have no signs that they can  control the distortions"::
TO_Rowe says:
::Replies:"We don't have any proof they can't"::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Takes a step, and her artificial leg buckles out from under her, luckily a big beefy orderly catches her before she falls::
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: Indeed.  And YOU are an idiot.  Now contact your superiors and inform them, before I continue this ceremony and remove your heart!  ::Gives the man a swift kick in the pants to get him started on his way before pulling out the dermal regenerator and sealing his hand.  Then goes back to helping the injured, mumbling.::
XO_Turok says:
@::Mumbles::  Self: Not only has technology stagnated, but so has the intelligence of Starfleet.  They are as dense in the future as they are now.
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Thinks, yep that is the Turok that Nigel always wrote about in his Journals.:: XO:  You know that Owens fellow in Operations?  Do you know he is my great....great....great.... and lots more great grandfather?  Was he as dashing as his pictures?
Host CO_Savar says:
::Waits as the Prime Minister reads over the data::
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: WHY ARE YOU STILL HERE?!!  GO!!
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
<Orderly> CMO: Easy doc!  ::Lifts the CMO up and onto a biobed::
Host Prime_Minister says:
&::Finishes reading the data.::  COM: CO: Interesting, Bubba, but these are the same readings the Luna reported 5000 years ago.  At least you could have been original.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::wonders still... "What is wrong with this picture?" still finds no answers::
OPS_Owens says:
::raises an eyebrow at the PM's comment... perhaps this IS the way it is to happen::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::wants to get up and go slap the prime minister, settles for a sigh of exasperation and rolling her eyes::
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: Then I submit to you.. use your logic.  It may be possible for me to have fallen so far into character, but all of us?  All of my crew?  Hundreds of people?
Host Future_Doctor says:
@XO: Touchy touchy....  ::goes to one of the wall consoles and begins tapping.:: COM: OPS: Mr. Owens this is the station.  Come in please.
Host Prime_Minister says:
&COM: CO: I've only spoken with you.  Nobody else.
CTO_Jarot says:
::types another response as he continues to follow the conversation between Savar and the Prime Minister::  "As is written in the tactical protocols, do not assume what can happen, act from present conditions"
OPS_Owens says:
::raises an eyebrow at the personalized incoming hail::  COM: SB917: Doc:  Yes.  How may I help you?
Host Future_Doctor says:
@COM: OPS: Are you Nigel?
TO_Rowe says:
::Replies:"Sir, with all due respect, you can't always go by protocol, and this isn't exactly a situation that Starfleet had in mind when they wrote those."::
OPS_Owens says:
::sighs and rolls his eyes::  COM: DOC: Well it is not the bloody Easter Bunny.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
<Nurse> ::Picks up a tricorder and scans the MO, as the orderly stands by, looking a little like a lost puppy, with a silly grin on his face::
OPS_Owens says:
COM: DOC: Please identify yourself with your SB917 authorization code.
Host Future_Doctor says:
@COM: OPS: Hey no need to be rude!!!!!  I just wanted to tell you I'm Nigel also and I believe that big oaf of a Klingon... that you guys are who you say you are.
CNS_Anuviel says:
CO: He cannot scan us... you have submitted readings to him... and yes these are the same said readings from the Luna... because we ARE the Luna and those were our readings... not faked.... why doesn't he get that?
CTO_Jarot says:
::"Maybe not, but as long as I'm running the tactical show we will go as I see fit, end of discussion" glances at the tactical readouts and frowns as he looks up at the CO::  CO: Captain, sensor detect people trying to board the Luna from a shuttle...
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: The personnel that you sent through the rift have spoken to others on the Starbase.  Surely they have sent back word that they have also encountered "actors" deep into character.
Host Future_Doctor says:
@COM: OPS: Meaning I'm your grandson.  Is this how you treat all your relatives.  No wonder you were divorced 5 times.
OPS_Owens says:
COM: DOC: Well congratulations at having the same name as I...  ::pauses::  Wait.  You are not Starbase personnel?
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
<Nurse> MO: Your neuron pathways are regenerating nicely, slowly but nicely.  Might not be a bad idea to use your cane for a while until the treatments are complete.
TO_Rowe says:
::hears the CTO and grabs his phaser and alerts the security personnel, and realizes he should have noticed that first::
Host CO_Savar says:
CTO: How are they doing so?  We still have shields up.
Host Prime_Minister says:
&::Looking more and more concerned.:: COM: CO: Well maybe.....
Host Future_Doctor says:
@COM: OPS: Errr no....
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: Where is Mr. Greene's wife?  Surely she could take one look at me and know that I am not the man she married.
OPS_Owens says:
::sits back in the chair at having just made the ultimate Prime Directive Boo Boo::  COM: Doc:  I'm afraid I can not talk to you.  ::closes Comm unable to get his mind of the thought of offspring::
CTO_Jarot says:
CO: I'm attempting to figure that out now, Sir...  ::focuses in on the tactical readouts::

ACTION:  Owens mind explodes at the thought of supporting 5 wives.

OPS_Owens says:
::more information from the Doctor sinks in.. "Divorced five times"::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::senses dread and concern from OPS, gets out of her chair and walks over to his station:: OPS: The future is not set in stone you know....
Host Prime_Minister says:
&COM: CO: She is at the party... had a few too many if you know what I mean.
CTO_Jarot says:
CO: It's positive now...  shuttlebay 2...  with your permission I would like to seal off the deck except to security personnel...
OPS_Owens says:
::stammers::  CNS: What?  Pardon?  ::looking up at the CNS::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Looks up at the orderly, who rushes off to get the cane::
TO_Rowe says:
*ST Alpha*: Rowe to Security Team Alpha Intruder possibility in SB 2 report there, and don't speak with the intruders if they happen to get in, I am on my way.
TO_Rowe says:
::heads off the bridge::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Raises an eyebrow::  COM: Minister: I do not.
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: The future is what we make of it... starting today with every moment... going forward.... I came up here because I sensed some concern... are you alright? ::speaks softly::
Host Prime_Minister says:
&COM: CO: Sorry to tell you this, but your wife is in her cups.
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: Jarot to Rowe, Mr. Rowe, detain all intruders if they happen to get in and see if you can hold them in the shuttlebay, the Captain may want to speak to them...  ::glances at the CO as he monitors the internal sensor readings::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Checks with the onboard computer::  COM: Minister: My wife is on this vessel, sleeping in her quarters.  I own no cups, and therefore, I know not how she could be in one.
OPS_Owens says:
::is still a little shaken::  CNS: I'm afraid I do not agree with you Counselor.  Time is made as a whole.  No beginning no end.  The Great Bird of the Galaxy made it that way.  ::staring at the viewscreen blankly::
TO_Rowe says:
::nods to nobody in particular:: *CTO*: Understood. ::continues on his way::
Host Shuttle_Pilot says:
#COM: OPS: Shuttle Richeleau requesting permission to dock.
CNS_Anuviel says:
CO: Sir... I have a question... assuming things are consistent in the universe there as it is here... I would be wiling to submit myself for a mental probe... so that I can show them I am a real person and not an actor.
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: My primary concern was you... are you alright?
OPS_Owens says:
::hearing the Comm from the shuttle not thinking properly with his mind elsewhere::  COM: Richeleau:  Docking authorized.  ::opens the shuttlebay doors::
Host Shuttle_Pilot says:
#::Seeing the force field drop, begins docking procedures.::
OPS_Owens says:
CNS: Me? I'm sorry, what were we talking about?
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: What are you doing letting that shuttle on?
TO_Rowe says:
::curses at the TL as he has to wait::
OPS_Owens says:
CNS: Because they requested it Sub Lieutenant?
TO_Rowe says:
::finally continues on his way to the Shuttlebay::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Hears the word shuttle::  CTO: Tactical, lock onto the shuttle with the tractor beam, send them back out beyond the shield perimeter.  Re raise shields.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::blinks at him:: OPS: Did it not occur to you to find out where that shuttle came from?

ACTION: The shuttle lands in the shuttle bay and the doors open.

OPS_Owens says:
::shakes his head briefly it all beginning to sink in.  Turning to the CO::  CO: Sir I respectfully request to be relieved of my duty shift today.
Host CO_Savar says:
OPS: Understood.  Call a replacement.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the CO::  CO: Aye Captain!  ::initiates the tractor beam and locks onto the shuttle::
TO_Rowe says:
::arrives in the Shuttle bay to see the shuttle doors opening:: Shuttle Occupants: Don't move, if you do I will take that as a hostile action and I will open fire, along with my team.
OPS_Owens says:
::nods and calls a replacement to the bridge::

ACTION:  As Owens calls for a replacement.. his hands goes through the console.  On the station the future Nigel is experiencing the same effects.

OPS_Owens says:
Self: What the Bloody....
Host CO_Savar says:
CNS: Are you reading any telepathic species on the other side of the rift?
Host Shuttle_Pilot says:
TO:  Take a pill man....  We are just here to fix this bucket of bolts and hopefully mothball it for the last time.
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: How can I help you? ::hears the CO::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::quickly reaches out and senses other telepathic races:: CO: Yes.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at Owens with concern:: OPS: Would you like me to help you to your quarters?
TO_Rowe says:
ShuttleCrew: The Luna is not scheduled for maintenance. *CO*: Sir, are there any unexpected visitors that should be marked expected?
OPS_Owens says:
::turns to the CNS looking at his hands::  CNS: My hands just passed "through" the console.
Host Admiral_Xavier says:
@::Finally finds who she is looking for.::  XO:  Ahhh there you are Turok. How are things progressing?
Host CO_Savar says:
*TO*: I am not aware of any.
OPS_Owens says:
::stands shakily:: CNS: That might be a wise precaution.
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: Ooo... that's not good... let's get you to sickbay
TO_Rowe says:
*CO/CTO* Sir, I have unauthorized intruders I am taking measures to detain them.
OPS_Owens says:
::leans slightly on the CNS as they head for the TL::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Furrows his brow at Anuviel and Owens, wondering what's going on::  SO: Science, internal scans of the operations console showing anything unusual?
CNS_Anuviel says:
CO: I'm taking Owens to sickbay... he had his hands phase through the... Oh my goddess! OPS: your hand is transparent!
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: Understood...  I'm closing down the deck...
TO_Rowe says:
::motions  the ST to take the crew, he grabs one as well.::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::gets into the lift with Owens:: CO: see you later.
XO_Turok says:
@Xavier: Well enough admiral.  With the "Control sac" destroyed removing these is easily done.  Unfortunately, there are many hundreds to do. These "assistants" from the future are serving a useful purpose.  I believe I was able to convince one of their physicians of our true nature.
Host SO_Forrest says:
CO: Nothing, sir.  Must be Owens.
OPS_Owens says:
::stares at his hands in utter shock beginning to feel faint as this is all beginning to be too much::
CNS_Anuviel says:
TL: Medical emergency... sickbay!
Host CO_Savar says:
::Hears the Counselor as soon as the doors shut::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::feels the lift move taking her and OPS to sickbay::
OPS_Owens says:
CNS: Counselor, tell my parents I love them...
Host CO_Savar says:
SO: Anything regarding the rift yet?  Can we close it?
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
<Orderly>  ::Arrives back in Sickbay with the doctor's cane::
TO_Rowe says:
::apprehends the crew and motions his team to put them in a position where cargo should be and to raise a forcefield around them::
Host Admiral_Xavier says:
@XO:  Good, good... ::looks at him for a moment.:: Once you are finished here I have another assignment for you.  It will take you off the Luna for a bit, but I suspect it is right up your ally.  I've cleared it with the Klingon High Counsel.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::exits out guiding OPS down the hall and enters sickbay:: OPS: We are not losing you! ::said with determination ::
CNS_Anuviel says:
CMO: Jon! I have Owens here... and we need your help. ::guides him to a biobed::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Hops off the biobed, and takes the cane from the orderly, smiles sweetly and innocently at the orderly::  Orderly: Thank you.
Host SO_Forrest says:
CO: Nothing yet.  I'm still running computer simulations.
OPS_Owens says:
::mumbles to self::  So much wasted.. so much lost... ::thinking of the girl who lived next door to his parents when he was a young man::
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Runs up to Turok with terror on his face and doesn't see the Admiral.::  XO:  Turok look at this!!!  I'm disappearing!
OPS_Owens says:
::plops on the biobed::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Grabs her tricorder and heads over to OPS and CNS, begins scanning::
XO_Turok says:
@Xavier: I see.  ::Steps over and gently inspects the back of Xavier's neck::  Xavier: Just to be sure you are the right one.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::reads his thoughts:: OPS:  No... no... you'll be alright.... I assure you. ::smiles at him kindly::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
CNS/OPS: What happened?
TO_Rowe says:
*CO/CTO*: Intruders are detained sirs, they are ready for questioning if it becomes necessary.
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: What are you talking about?
Host Admiral_Xavier says:
@::Grins::  XO: Good to see you are on top of things.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Realizes that the Minister has been quiet, and has hopefully been contemplating his words::
OPS_Owens says:
::holds up his hands:: CNS: The rest of me is going to go like this isn't it?
Host Future_Doctor says:
@::Holds up his transparent hand.::
CNS_Anuviel says:
CMO: He was at the OPS console and I saw his hands phase through the console....
CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at the readouts as he taps his commbadge::  *TO*: Status report, Mr. Rowe...
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: No... Doctor Jon won't let that happen.,.. ::almost coos at him::
OPS_Owens says:
::continues to not recognize the CMO concentrating on himself and the CNS::
OPS_Owens says:
::shakes his head warily::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::caresses OPS hair soothingly::
Host Prime_Minister says:
&COM: CO: Ok Bubba, what do you suggest?  Let's just say I believe what you are saying.. where do we go from here.
XO_Turok says:
@::Looks slightly surprised::  *Luna*: Commander Turok here, there is a situation developing on the station.  It appears the timelines are beginning to react "badly" to one another.
Host CO_Savar says:
COM: Minister: The best course of action would be to pull your repair crews back, and then seal the rift.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
OPS: Calm down, getting excited won't do either of us any good.  ::Glances at the tricorder, trying to hide the look of sheer bewilderment from her face::
OPS_Owens says:
::still moving his head from side-to-side::  CNS: Yes, yes. Quite right my dear.  Quite right indeed.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Hears the XO::  COM: Minister: And quickly, it seems.  Contamination has already started.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
OPS/CNS: These readings don't make sense, its as if your disappearing, no evidence your hand ever existed.
Host Admiral_Xavier says:
@::Looks at the doctors hand.:: XO:  Looks like we got ourselves a paradox here.  ::runs a hand through her hair.::  The two time lines are beginning to collapse in itself.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
OPS/CNS: What were you doing, before you noticed your hand phasing?
OPS_Owens says:
::hearing the CMO for the first time::  CMO: Surely you can do something doctor.  ::fatigued voice::
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: Mr. Rowe, escort the intruders to the brig area for their own "safety"...
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: What were you doing just before.... ::looks up at the CMO:: CMO: He just let some people on to the ship... I think the ones from the future... darn it.
OPS_Owens says:
CMO: Just calling for a replacement Ops Offi... ::pauses::  I was talking to my Great, great, great, great grandson.
XO_Turok says:
@Xavier: So it would appear.  We must send these "guests" back through the rift and seal it, otherwise we may all end up vanishing or merging with our future selves.
TO_Rowe says:
*CTO*: Sir, I recommend against that, it could cause the crew to react to the future.
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: Did you do as instructed?  Contact your superior and tell them who we are?
Host Admiral_Xavier says:
@XO:  Turok who says we haven't already.
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
*CO* Medical to Captain Savar
Host CO_Savar says:
*CMO*: Savar here, go ahead.
Host Future_Doctor says:
@XO:  Ummmmmm no...  I spoke to my grandfather....... Oh no!!  I'm doing this.
XO_Turok says:
@Xavier: I see no evidence of them leaving, and if you were attempting to infer some sort of paradoxical riddle, do not.  I have a headache.
OPS_Owens says:
Self:  My descendant....
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looking at Owens:: CMO/OPS: Oh no... maybe you've done something detrimental to your own timeline...

ACTION:  As Rowe speaks with the bridge the situation changes in the shuttle bay.  All memory of what Rowe was about to do disappears and he escorts the shuttle crew onto the ship.

XO_Turok says:
@::Grabs the future Owens’ shirt (hoping there's enough substance there to do so) and leans close to his face::  If you do not wish to vanish into nothingness, then tell them who we are and that you all must return to your own time.  NOW!!
OPS_Owens says:
::looking back at the CNS::  CNS: If so, then it was meant to be.  ::thinks::  Self: But then how do I have descendants?
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Walks away to a small alcove where she cannot be overheard by her patient:: *CO* Captain I must strongly recommend no interaction with anyone from the other side of the rift.  It would appear that OPS is phasing out of existence.   I am attempting to slow the phase out, but the situation is critical.
CNS_Anuviel says:
OPS: Because our amazing doctor Jon finds a miraculous way to cure you! ::smiles::
Host Future_Doctor says:
@XO:  But...but....  I can't touch the consoles!!
TO_Rowe says:
::absentmindedly escorts the crew through the ship::
Host CO_Savar says:
*CMO*: I am working to that extent.  I appreciate the update - do what you can for Owens.
OPS_Owens says:
::lets a soft chuckle out at the CNS::  CNS: Of course...  ::quiet voice::  quite right.
XO_Turok says:
@Future_Doc: You are, like your Grand father, an idiot.  Come on.  ::Stalks over to a comm panel and operates the buttons to allow Owens to speak with his boss.::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::smiles:: OPS: Yes... I am always right... just remember that ::said softly with humor in her voice::
CMO_Raeza_Jon says:
::Returns to her patient, and begins scanning for signs of temporal displacement around the stub where his hand used to be::
Host Future_Doctor says:
@COM: PM: P.....Pr.....Pr.....Prime Ministers, this is Doctor Owens....
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission    =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

